VERSION 9.2.0 SP6
Aras Innovator 9.2.0 SP6 is a patch release. Its primary objective is to introduce enhancements to file
replication. Its secondary objective is to fix a small number of critical issues identified by Subscribers.

Enhancements in 9.2.0 SP6
o

o

Introduced the ability to resubmit failed replication transactions
 Automatic resubmission according to database variables
 Manual resubmission from transaction logs
 Batch resubmission callable from the Aras Innovator Scheduler Service
Form editor tool enhanced for Internet Explorer 8 compatibility.

Affected Versions
Aras Innovator 9.2.0
Aras Innovator 9.2.0 SP1
Aras Innovator 9.2.0 SP2
Aras Innovator 9.2.0 SP3
Aras Innovator 9.2.0 SP4
Aras Innovator 9.2.0 SP5

Issues Fixed in 9.2.0 SP6
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Description
Fixed failure to remove the unique key and indexes from SQL
tables when the Unique flag on all properties have been disabled.
Exposed I18NSessionContext interface to C++ applications using
COM version of IOM API
Foreign Properties with multi-lingual source now properly return
values based on session locale
item_info Field updated to allow word wrap of contents in IE8
Enhanced support for recursive data to getItemRepeatConfig
Fixed automated Activity escalation to execute once for Workflow
Processes associated versionable Items and not once per
generation.
Intermittent failures to paint relationship grid on forms are
eliminated.
Failures in Send Email Reminders Method are eliminated.
Significant performance enhancements for loading of large
InBaskets (up to 10x for certain data patterns)
Fixed intermittent error loading Calendar UI Control
Enhanced Workflow Process Item's window for IE8 compatibility
Client action "Add to Package Definition" now fixed to force
PackageGroup Items to be created using the English name of an
ItemType as the group name.
Eliminated intermittent error causing input of the character 'r' to
be ignored
Issues with loading cached forms via a hyperlink to a polyitem
eliminated.
Eliminated issue evaluating permissions when a user is a
Member of more than 300 group Identities.
Introduced the ability to interactively and programmatically re-
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submit failed replication transactions
Issues with sorting in custom grids utilizing the Aras Innovator
grid controls are eliminated. Sorting is now properly performed
according to the data type of the selected columns.
The label, and not the value, is now properly displayed for the
properties of type list in the relationship grids when using the
printable view.
Resolved client refresh problems on forms when item promotion
is invoked programmatically from Methods
Intermittent failures to synchronize information in forms and
relationship grids are eliminated.
Corrected order of client events in a relationship grid.
Enhanced the Form editor to improve compatibility with IE8

Introduced the use of created_on date as the order for
processing Replication Transaction in queue.
IOM method getProperty with language parameter now returns
requested language value for multi-lingual properties

